
Since its inception in 1994, HSI 
and its staff of seasoned experts 
have provided geological and 
horizontal drilling consulting services 
helping their clients maximize ROI.  

Having worked in every major oil and gas play 
in N. America, our specialists have the 

expertise to deliver a wide range of 
reliable geological services that 

can enhance oil and gas 
development and drilling.

972.416.1626
sales@hsigeosciences.com

15851 Dallas Pkwy. Ste. 1250, Addison, TX 75001

www.hsigeosciences.com



Geosteering
HSI’s geosteering services provide accurate wellbore positioning needed for landing and 
staying in the zone. This includes dip rate, position of bit in the stratigraphic section, 
drilling targets, and the location and throw of faults.  Our senior consultants can interact 
directly with the Directional Driller to direct target line adjustments for landing and 
maximizing objective penetration. We provide unlimited comprehensive reports along 
with 24/7 monitoring and support throughout the drilling process. HSI also provides 
FREE access to LNN geosteering software and support while using our services*.

Geo-Evaluations/Operations/Project Mgmt.
Utilizing the latest mapping software and techniques HSI can provide geological 
analyses, lease hold assessments and prospect evaluations. HSI o�ers geological 
operations support, including pre-spud preparations, drilling operations and project 
management.

Geo-Tech/Data Management
HSI works to aid clients in meeting their individualized data processing and interpretation 
needs by providing a comprehensive and customized data management package. 

Application/IT Support
HSI has a team of experienced IT and Application support specialists who will provide 
top-notch one-on-one help, mentoring and work �ow analysis. Our team can help every 
step of the way from installing to optimizing and maintaining systems.

HSI’s experienced geologists use the 
latest mapping software and techniques to 
provide you with geological analyses essential to your 
operation. Using basin evaluations to production geology mapping, 
HSI works to help you overcome even the most complex geology.
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OUR SERVICES

• Reliable long-term support

• Industry expertise

• State of the art geological mapping and analyses

• Customized services, including data management

Why choose HSI?


